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THE ROTUNDA
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LONG WOOD COLLEGE, FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1980

NO. 10

Major-Minor Elections Approach
By BRENDA COLEMAN
On December 3, the student
body of Longwood College will
participate in the Major-Minor
Elections. Because of the new
reconstructuring of the Student
Government, many new offices
and responsibilities have been
created in conjunction with some
of the older positions of the SGA.
The petitions for these offices
will go out on Tuesday,
November 18. The Student
Government Association will
hold a forum for all candidates
and interested people on
November 19 at 7 p.m. in the Gold
Room. This is a very important
forum in that all the offices, both
new and old, and their
responsibilities will be discussed
and explained to the student
body.
On Monday, November 24, the
petitions will be due in to
Elections Committee Chairman
Beki l.ee by 12noon. Major-Minor
speeches will be given by the
candidates on December 2, with
the voting to be held on
Wednesday, December 3.
In all. sixteen student
rnmenl positions will be
voted upon in addition to the
usual IAA positions. The

positions and responsibilities are
as follows:
President:
President of the student body
President of the Student
Government Association
Chairman of Executive Council
Chairman of Student Senate
Member of the legislative
Review Committee
Sits with the Board of Visitors
at their open session to represent
the students.
Member of the Longwood
College Council
Member of the Longwood
Calendar Committee
Member of the Student Liaison
Committee
Liaison person between the
students and the administration
Presides
over
student
government forums
Presides
over
Press
Conferences.
Vice-President:
Acts in the absence of the
President
Member of Judicial Review
Committee
Member of the Executive
Council
Member of Student Senate
Oversees all Student Senate

committees under the Campus typed copy
Member of the Student Senate
Life Committee
Sends out thank you and other
In Charge of Fall and Winter
Member of Student Activities cards
Orientation
Fees Committee
Checks Student Government
Parliamentarian for all StuMember of Constitutional mailbox daily
dent Senate meetings
Review Committee
Makes arrangements for all Gives devotions at Student
Member of Academic Policy Press Conferences
Senate meetings
committee
Sends all proposals made by
Member of the Judicial Review
Member of the legislative the Student Senate to the proper
Committee
Review committee
channels and keeps a record of
Chairman of Residence Hall
Works closely with the these proposals.
Life Committee:
Academic Dean of the College
Responsible for publicity of
Member of the Executive
Treasurer:
Student Government meetings, Council
Member of the Executive Student Senate meetings, Press
Member of the Studeni Senate
Council
Conferences, Forums, and other
Member of Judicial Board jury
Member of the Student Senate events
pool
Serves on the Judicial Board
Presides over Residence Hall
Recording Secretary:
jury pool
Member of the Executive Life Committee meetings
Keeps all financial records,
Works with Vice-President of
Council
pays bills, etc. for the Student
SGA
Member
of
the
Student
Senate
Government Association
Oversees the social regulations
Member of the Judicial Board
Member of the Publications
and
life in the Residence Halls
jury
pool
Board
Presents
proposals concerning
Keeps,
distributes,
and
files
Corresponding Secretary:
residence
hall
life to the Student
minutes
of
all
Student
Senate
Member of the Executive
Senate
meetings
Council
Delegates someone to take
Chairman of Orientation:
Member of the Student Senate
Member of the Executive minutes at Residence Hall Life
Keeps a roll at every Student
(Continued on Page 8)
Council
Senate meeting
Acts as Recording Secretary at
all Executive Council meetings
Deals with all Student
Government correspondence
Keeps a record of all Handbook
changes and submits the final

SGA Restructure Passes
Bj MITZI MASON
officers shall commence at the
The reconstruction of the beginning of the second semester
Studeni (iovernment has taken of each year.
place. It is made up of the
In April of each year the
following: 1) Judicial Board classes will elect presidents to
which will handle Honor Code serve for one academic year as
College Violations; 2) Student members of the senate. They will
Senate consisting of 42 members, also elect 12 senators, 4 Honor
110 Executive Council Members, Code Investigators — 1 from each
13
Residence
Hall
class, 4 College Investigators — 1
Representatives,
4
Class from each class.
Presidents,
12
Class
Residence Halls will elect one
Representatives, 2 Day Student senator from each residence hall
Representatives. 1 Graduate having 2 from Curry and 2 from
Representative i:
3)
an Frazer. They will be elected
Executive Council which is during the first month of school.
included in the senate; 4) a
The Residence Hall Councils
Legislative Review Committee; will be elected by each residence
51 a Campus Life Committee; hall in the fall of the year. They
6i a Residence Hall Life shall be made up of 5 members
Committee; and 7) a Student and 1 investigator with the
Union Committee.
exception of Curry and Frazer
The meetings of the different which shall have 10 members and
sectors of the governing body will 1 investigator. The members of
be carried on as given. The each council shall elect
Executive Council, Campus Life, individual chairman from their
Residence Hall Life, and Student own membership.
Union will all hold weekly
The Dining Hall committee,
meetings. Judicial Board and Bookstore Committee, and
Legislative Review will meet Elections Committee will each
when needed or demanded by the elect members from each of the
President or Chairman. The four classes. They will choose
Senate will have monthly chairmen for these committees
meetings or when the President from tneir respective members
calls special meetings.
and approved by a two-thirds
The Elections Committee will majority vote of the Senate.
There
are
many
rehold major-minor elections in
late November of each year to sponsibilities for each person
in
the Student
elect the following: Members of involved
Executive Council, Judicial Government Association. In
Board Officers, and Chairmen of order for a student to remain
Campus Life & IAA, Resident involved in one of the areas of the
Hall Life and Student Union SGA, he-she must be extremely
Committees. The terms of these interested and devoted to the

betterment of his-her fellow
students and classmates. Failure
to attend regular meetings could
result in deletion from the
position that one holds. The SGA
is here for you as the Student to
help with many problems that
may arise in your college days.
Do your best to uphold and
support it.

Christmas
Parade
Announced
By BRKNDA COLEMAN
Christmas is just around the
corner, and with this special time
of year comes Farmville's
Annual Christmas Parade. This
event, sponsored by the
Farmville Jaycees, will take
place on Main Street Sunday,
December 7 at 2 p.m. The parade
will feature floats, bands, horses,
and beauty queens, with ;i special
visit by Santa Claus and an extraspecial appearance of Longwood's Freshman Commission
Elves.
The parade is open to all
participating sororil
fraternities, and organizations
who would like to enter a float
The deadline for float entries will
be November 21. Any interested
parties are to contact Fred
Han bury at 392-3193 or 392-2614
after 6 p.m. or write him at 312
Third Avenue, Farmville

Price Delights Audience
By CONNIE FALLON
On Tuesday, Nov. 11, 1980 at 8:00 p.m., Longwood College
was graced with a performance by actor Vincent Price. A full
house welcomed him with a standing ovation and Price warmly
received the anxious crowd as Victorian England's Oscai Wilde
The play "Diversions and Delights" written by John Gay,
presented the character of Sebastian Mclnoth portrayed In
Oscar Wilde. Mr. Price portrayed a very convincing Wilde,
consuming an entire bottle of absinthe while amusing the crowd
with humor that must have been shocking during the Victorian
era. But the brilliance and wit of Wilde were not lost on the
audience In Jarman Auditorium.
Wilde's M-tting of Paris, France became a unique charai
teristic as he included the audience in much of his conversation.
Wilde revealed himself to the audience as a truly 'human' being.
The setting was simple, a chair, ;i table with books, flower v
and bottle of absinthe Off to the left of the stage was a podium
upon which he rested his arms.
Price as Wilde held the audience's attention throughout two
acts. His "one-man show" was truly a treat, a "diversion" and a
"delight" to all.
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Silliman To
Give Lecture
From PUBLIC AFFAIRS

First row: ileft to right) Tom Cole. Tom Sullivan. Ralf Lemieux. Bill Todd. Chuck Cole. Todd
Basham, Ray Old, Bo Pride. 2nd row: John Mutz. Brian Ganzert, Doug Harris. Mark Winecoff. Brian
Bickley, Steve Scalsky, John Todd. Paige Tilghman. Not pictured: John Trout. Jerry Dagenhart.
Jack Barker. Boss Conner, Chris Conner.
photo by Barbara stonikintt

Alpha Sigma Phi Has
Chartering Ceremony
The Delta Iota Chapter of
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternmity
was did) and regularly instituted
in Chartering Ceremonies in the
Virginia Room on Saturday,
November 15.1980. Eighty guests
witnessed the ceremonies.
Alpha Sigma Phi President
Chuck Cole welcomed the guests
to Ixmgwood College and thanked
everyone for their attendance.
Fraternity
advisor
Dave
Suchanic offered the invocation.
A prime rib dinner (catered by
AHA Food Service I followed the
invocation.
Following the dinner, emcee
Chuck
Cole
made
the
introduction of the head table.
Representing the college were
Dr. I>eo Salters, Vice President of
Student
Affairs,
and
Dr.
Mar)
Heintz,
Interfraternity Council Advisor
and former dean of the College.
Representatives of Alpha Sigma
Phi Fraternity at the head table
were as follows: Stan Miller
(Purdue), (irand Treasurer of
the Grand Council and Keynote

Speaker,
Peter Tourtellot
American University), Grand
Marshal of the Grand Council,
Kevin Garvey (Westminster),
Executive Director of Alpha
Sigma Phi, and Chapter
Consultant
Jeff
Schwind
i Toledo). Also seated at the head
table were Jeff Hoffman (N.C.
State) and a former Expansion
Consultant of Alpha Sigma Phi,
Chuck Cole and Dave Suchanic.
The Keynote Address was
delivered by Stan Miller. Miller,
serving his second term on the
Grand Council, had some
challenging words for the
Gentlemen of Delta Iota.
"Your work is just beginning,"
stated Mr. Miller. "The challenge
lies before you in seeing that
Delta Iota continues their strong
dedication to the fraternity." he
continued.
"You should remember that
your job is not over. You have
made a lifetime commitment to
Alpha Sigma Phi. You should
strive to make sure that Delta
Iota does not become a dormant,

stagnant society but that you
exemplify her ideals within your
life," he added.
Miller's address was followed
by the conferring of the charter to
the members of Delta Iota
Chapter. President Chuck Cole
received the charter from the
Grand Council of the Fraternity.
The charter was presented by
Peter Tourtellot.
Kevin Garvey, Executive
Director, offered congratulations
from the national staff but added
that indeed the work was just
beginning for the Gentlemen of
Delta Iota.
Jeff Schwind offered congratulations from the other
chapters of Alpha Sigma Phi. He
also introduced Jeff Whorley,
President of Delta Theta Chapter
(Radford) who presented the
Alpha Badge (Yale) and Baby
Blanket symbolizing that Delta
Iota is the newest lor baby)
Chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi.
I Radford
chartered
on
November 8, 1980 and is the only
(Continued on Page 8)

"Ladyhouse Blues"
Cast Chosen
B) PAM UPDIKE
The five woman cast of
'Iddyhouse Blues," the current
production by the I.ongwood
Players and the Department of
Speech ami Dramatic Arts, is
relatively new to Jarman Stage.
Only two members of the cast,
Rita Howe and Wendy Sublett,
have ever performed at Ix>ngwood.
Tracey Rice, a sophomore
English major, playing the part
of Eylie has worked on a crew for
"Barefoot in the Park." Tracey
plays the baby of the family. She
relates to her character very
well, because she. like Eylie, is.
"verj playful and mutates
others " Trace) has also been
involved in drama in high school.
Tamara
Nash,
also a
sophomore English major, has
had ;i great deal of acting
experience In high school and in
various community theater
groups. She performed in 15 plays

in high school and 9 plays in
i ommunity theater. Tamara
portrays the part of Terri, an 18
year old who is extremely
determined. She has no interest
in men and wants to strike out on
her own.
Wendy Sublett portrays the
part of a 21 year old named Dot.
Dot is a pregnant woman with a
drinking problem. Wendy as
noted before, has acted at
I-ongwood in "The Good Woman
of Setzuan." Wendy is especially
enjoying this particular play
because of the small cast. She is a
sophomore Elementary
Education major.
The only freshman member of
the cast is Robyn Reynolds.
Robyn portrays the difficult part
of Dot, a 24 year old woman who
is dying of tuberculosis. She finds
that portraying a dying women is
not too difficult, however this
may he due to the fact that Robyn
has been acting since her 7th

grade year of school. She was
also a member of the Good Show
Acting Company.
Dr. Rita Howe, the 5th, 6th and
7th grade science teacher at the
Campus School, is the only
faculty member in the play. She
portrays the part of the mother,
Liz. Dr. Howe relates very
closely to her character and says
that sometimes she has a hard
time separating herself from IJz.
There are a lot of similarities in
the lives of these two women.
They are approximately the
same age, they have similar
values, their children are close to
the same age and, their lives,
though from different time
periods, are somewhat alike. Dr.
Howe describes Liz as a, "very
strong woman who wants to keep
the family together but knows
that she can't. She is very
frustrated."
Ladyhouse Blues opens on
December 3.

Recent neuro-psychological
studies on how the human brain
processes information, and the
implications of these studies for
the media specialist, will be
discussed in this year's second
Faculty Colloquium lecture at
IxHigwood College.
The lecture, entitled "The
Differential
Effects
of
Hemisphericity. Presentation
Mode and Pictorial Attributes on
Perform,nice in a Memory
Recognition Task." will be given
by James G. Silliman. Jr.. on
Wednesday. November 19. at 7:30
p.m. in the Wygal Auditorium.
The public is cordially invited to
attend.
Silliman states that recent
studies suggest that the human
brain has two hemispheres with
different functions, controlling
the way in which the individual
reacts to stimuli within his
environment.
"The left hemisphere is
thought to be characterized as
verbal, logical, sequential and
analytic, whereas the right
hemisphere is characterized as
nonverbal, spacial, holistic,
artistic and synthetic." he

explains.
"This theory of hemisphericity." he adds, "appears to have possible implications for the media
specialist interested in effective
verbal and nonverbal imagery"
Silliman joined the Ixmgwood
College faculty in 1975. assuming
the duties of Acting Director of
the
Bureau of Teaching
Materials. The following year he
began working in the college's
student teaching program as a
supervisor in Danville He has
also served as a student teaching
supervisor in the Northern
Virginia area
Now assistant professor of
education, Silliman teaches
courses dealing with the use of
audio-visual
media
for
instructional purposes. He has
also taught photography classes
for the art department and
conducted workshops on the
pinhole camera and other aspects
of photography.
Silliman holds the HA. degree
from Emory and Henry College
and the M.A. from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State
University. He is presentlyworking on his doctorate from
VPI & SU.

Hadden To Give
Visiting Scholar Lecture
From PUBLIC AFFAIRS
"The Electronic Church and
the Future of the American
Political Process" will be the
topic of this year's first Visiting
Scholar lecture sponsored by the
department of sociology and
anthropology at Longwood
College.
The lecture will be given by Dr.
Jeffrey K. Hadden, professor of
sociology at the University of
Virginia, on Thursday evening,
November 20, at 7:30 in Wygal
Building Auditorium. The public
is cordially invited to attend the
lecture at no charge.
Dr. Hadden is the author of
numerous books, including
Metropolic in Crisis, The
Gathering Storm in the Churches,
Religion in Radical Transition,
and The Family in American
Society. His latest book, entitled
Prime Time Preachers, is
scheduled for publication in 1981
by Addison-Wessley Publishing
Company. He has also published
the results of his scholarly
research in professional journals,
such as Psychology Today, The
Journal for the Scientific Study of
Religion, Social Forces, and
others.

A contributing editor to The
Christian Ministry. Dr. Hadden
has been a research consultant to
such organizations as The
D a n f o r t h Foundation.
Educational Testing Service, the
National Council of Churches,
and the National Urban Coalition.
He has held office in local,
regional, and national scholarly
and professional societies
In addition to his lecture on
November 20, Dr. Hadden will
also show a videotape on his
research on the Electronic
Church at 9 a.m. on November 21
in Studio B of the Hiner Building.
The
videotape
showing
is also open to the public
Longwood's department of
sociology and anthropology
began its annual Visiting Scholar
Series in 1978-79 to provide an
opportunity for faculty, students,
and the general public to become
better informed on topics of vital
interest and to hear the results of
research conducted by some of
America's best known scholars
in the field. Students in the
department have an opportunity
to meet and talk with renowned
scholars in their chosen field of
study.

Freshmen Elves Elected
By PAM UPDIKE
computer science major from
On November 11, the Freshmen Springfield, Va.;
Richard
Class elected the thirteen elves Stryker, a business major from
Wanda
for Freshman Commission. They Elkton, Maryland;
Vincent;
Freshman
Class
are: Bob Jensen, a sociology
major from Alexandria, Va.; President, Trisha Boyle, a
Annette Noce, a therapeutic rec. business education major from
major from Ix>ng Island, New Va. Beach, Va.; and Carl Ellis, a
York; Tom Bailey, a business pre-medical dentistry major
major from Richmond, Va.; Ruth from Richmond, Va.
Anne Bailey, from Lynchburg,
These thirteen elves will begin
Va.; Todd Basham, a business spreading Christmas cheer on
administration major from December 1. They will have a full
Newport News, Va.; Paige week of activities ranging from
Moody, a biology major from Va. decorating the tree in the
Beach, Va.; Becky Young, a Rotunda, to visiting the Campus
Social work major from Franklin School and Holly Manor Nursing
Co., Va.; Pam Faini, a business Home. They will also sing each
major from Waynesboro, Va.; night in the Rotunda from 5 p.m.
Terri Gault, a math and to 6 p.m.
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Was Laughter And Songs
By TOM STANLEY
This
past
week
cud's
"Saturday Night Alive" was
somewhat different from the
traditional
evening
entertainment. Instead of one
performer, the college hi
I wo: Mason-Roller Line" and
•'A. Whitney Brown." The
audience was sparse, parti) due
to the basketball games, but the
evening was filled with laughter
and songs for those attending.
"Mason-Roller line" started
the show with a set of songs. The
duo, consisting of Charlie Mason
and Dale Roller has long been a
part of Longwood's scheduled
entertainment. Both artists will
he members of the 1981
graduating class, majoring in
music. After graduating they will
begin to perform in the college
circuit and nightclubs up and
down the east coast.

Their music is a moving
combination of harmonious
vocals and stringed instruments.
Both played the guitar during the
evening, with Charlie on the folk
guitar and Dale strumming the
twelve string. In addition to their
regular program of songs the duo
introduced some of their own
material last night. It was
ived quite well by the
attending students. The duo
should be a singing success in the
college circuit.
"A. Whitney Brown" offered
insight into the lifestyles of college students with his sometimes raucous humor. He is a
t raveling comic with a barrage of
jokes about subjects of interest to
college students: sex, drugs, the
home scene, and life on the road.
Brown was especially adept at
handling the hecklers in the
audience; spouting out one-liners
that sometimes reflected on the

Holiday Dance Features
The Kings Of Swing
By SUSAN BUTLIN
Is it that time of year again?
Are the holidays really just
around the corner? All one needs
to do is walk downtown Farmville
and through the stores to see that
the Holiday season is in. On
November 22, "The Kings of
Swing" will be the "big band
sound" for Ix>ngwood's Holiday
Dance.
The Kings of Swing have been
together for four years and their
music arrangement travels from
the forties on down through the
seventies. They are especially
well known throughout the
country club circuit but they have
also performed at the National
Republican Governor's
Convention in Williamsburg,
Cavalier Hotel in Virginia Beach,
and the Tobacco Festival Ball in
Richmond.
There
are
sixteen
instrumentalists, all males, with
the exception of Pam Weller, who
is a music major at VCU, and
plays the trombone. Mr. Bruce
Swartz directs the band,
correlating old pop with new pop
tunes.
Aside from the musical
rhythm, "The Kings of Swing"
also have a little bit of a stage
show. For instance when the
band performs I^es Brown's,
Tieap Frog," the five member
saxophone section acts out the
gimmick of "1,-eap Frog" motion
exercises which quite often turns
out to be a crowd pleaser.
Usually a nostalogic band,
"The Kings of Swing" have also
incorporated disco tunes as well
as a little bit ot rock. Come on

out, and have a good time but
hurry, limited admission (325).
Tickets are $5.50 a couple and the
night of entertainment begins at
9:30 in the downstairs dining hall.
This will be a simi-formal-formal
dance. Have a good time and
Happy Holidays!

hecklers lineage or the marital
status of his parents.
Brown also performed several
juggling acts including his
constant juggling of the
microphone. He juggled five balls
at once, '"eight balls", machetelike knives, and fire sticks.
Generally, while juggling the
various articles, he maintained a
running conversation with the
audience
The night was completed by a
second set of songs by "MasonRoller Line." The ending set
included solo performances by
both men and original material
by both performers. Popular
songs by Kenny Rogers and John
Denver wound up the evening's
performance by the duo.

Schrader-Hooker
Completes New Film
From PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Independent
filmmaker
Charlotte Schrader-Hooker has
recently completed a new film
entitled Elizabeth, John & Mr.
Henry.
Set at Red Hill in Charlotte
County, Patrick Henry's last
home and burial place, the film
has big name stars. It records a
birthday tribute to Patrick Henry
by Elizabeth Taylor and John
Warner in May, 1977.
As a preface to the actual
ceremonies, the filmmaker has
used
Patrick
Henry's
"impassioned plea for liberty"
given at St. John's Church in
Richmond.
The
patriot's
immortal words are spoken by
Tye Heckman.
Additional
narration is read by David
Alexick.
Elizabeth Taylor reads Patrick
Henry's obituary, and John
Warner remarks upon the
governorship, past and present.
The film, a 16 mm. color-sound
production, is the fourth
documentary made by Dr.
Schrader, professor of film
studies at Ixmgwood College. Her
first film, entitled Paris Suite,

was made when she visited the
City of Light in 1975. This was
followed by Conway Thompson:
Sculptor From Dry Bridge which
received the 1977 CINE Golden
Eagle, top award given by the
Council
on
International
Nontheatrical Events la division
of the U.S. Information Agency).
In 1978, she released an
expressionist documentary,
titled Vanishing Point, on
Ashland artist Nancy Camden
Witt and her work. This
filmmaking project was partially
financed by a grant from the
Virginia Commission for the
Arts.
Dr.
Schrader
defines
independent filmmakers as
"people who work on their own
and provide their own financing,
or receive a grant if they are
lucky, for a noncommercial
audience." This audience
includes
educational
organizations
—
schools,
libraries, museums — and
cultural groups. Another outlet is
provided by Independent Cinema
Artists and Producers (ICAP) of
New York City, which distributes
these films to national Cable
television.
The independent filmmaker
must be proficient at all of the
technical requirements, from
operating the camera to the final
editing. Even more important
are the creative aspects of the
process — the selection of
subject, mood to be engendered,
and the visual images and
narration which will achieve that
mood.
Dr. Schrader uses a 16 mm.
Bolex camera and zoom lens. She

has what she calls "primitive
editing equipment" at home, hut
goes to the South Carolina Arts
Commission for the final editing
of her films.
i The South Carolina Arts
Commission, according to Dr.
Schrader, has been a leader in
the Southeast region in the
filmmaking area. In addition to
allowing filmmakers to use then
equipment, this organization also
helps
with
audience
development).
A graduate of Texas Woman's
University (B.A. and M.A.) and
holder of the Ph.D. degree in
English from Tulane University,
Dr. Schrader returned to college
in 1973-75, earning an additional
graduate degree in film from
Nork University.
in her faculty position at
I/ongwood, she teaches classes in
film
history,
genre
(documentary, fiction, and
avant-garde), and a filmmaking
class in which students produce
their own short films, using
super-8 equipment provided by
the college's art department.
In 1979, Dr. Schrader received
a grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities
to attend a summer seminar on
"Film and the Affective
Response" at New York
University.
The next Charlotte Schrader
film is already well under way.
To be titled The I.and Is A
Woman, this film will record the
life of a vineyard i Rose Rower at
Hampden-Sydney, owned by Tom
and Bronwyn O'Grady) through a
complete growing, harvesting,
and bottling cycle.

Art Activities

S UN PRESENTS, THE ROSE
November 20, 21 and 23 7 PM AND 9 PM
RED WHITE ROOMS
ADMISSION $1 00 - FREE POPCORN

By NEIL SAWYER
Tuesday through Friday of this
week appears to be a very
busy time for I.ongwood's Art
Department. A variety of
activities
are
scheduled
throughout this week.
Tuesday, entries for "Artist of
the Month" are due between 11
a.m. and 3 p.m. The "Artist of the
Month" award which was started
in October to give student artists
all over campus a chance to
compete for a $50.00 cash prize
and to have their work displayed
in the Art Department is now in
its second month. All students are
invited to enter.
Wednesday, a representative
from Marson LTD in Baltimore

will be on campus for their yeark
sale of original Oriental Art.
Between the hours of 10 a.m. and
5 p.m. the Oriental prints will be
mi display and for sale in the Art
Department.
Friday evening is the annual
Sully Dinner. The Sully Dinner is
an event sponsored by the Art
Department for the benefit of the
I/ongwood Fine Arts Center. The
speaker this year will be Pamela
Mayo. Pam will be giving a short
version of her speech that she
delivered for the Southeastern
College Art Conference. Her talk
will be on Lue Osborne and
Cordray Simmons, two artists
whose works are now on display
in the Bedford Gallery.
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Your Turn

The brothers of Alpha Chi Rho
have been planning a party m
honor of their first Founders Day
for over two months. A special
five man committee consisting of
Bog Bagnell. David Sawyer,
Mark Segal. Bill Stenzhorn and
Barry Driver have been putting
forth about 30 hours a week since
early September. President
Kenm Marcus wants to thank the
committee and the cooperation of
the fraternity.
The party is on the 21st of
November at the Farmville
Armory. Fifteen schools in the
state and North Carolina and
Pennsylvania have been the targets for advertisement. The
party will feature 4'2 hours of
non-stop music with Reunion of
Richmond; playing beach, dance
and party music (top 40), and
Southbound playing Southern
rock,
bluegrass,
Lynard
Skynard, Molly Hatchet, Allman
Bros., etc. The Virginia AlcoholicBeverage Control has issued a
license for beer sales. So, much
beer will be in supply.
Special thanks go to I. B. Dent
for his cooperation in the event,
and helping to make this the
largest non-student union event
in Ix>ngwood's history.
Mark K. Segal

<

BEHIIB CLOSES
SIR, YOUR PlAvwMa.
TMASOftttV »■> Mktu
TO si t vi>o.

l3l>r, Ml'i Cr\TlNC,,*ln

Association would like to thank
everyone for their support in
passing the new structure. The
Association feels that this new
structure will unify all the major
organizations on campus and
allow for more student input into
the Student Government.
A special thanks must go to Mr.
Field's advertising class for thenextensive
publicity.
We
appreciate their hard work. Also
we would like to thank President
Willett. l)r Dalton, Dr. Heintz,
Dean Gussett, Dean Salters,
Dean Swann, Mr. Nanzig, and
Thanks From SGA. Neil
Sullivan.
Dear Students and AdminiRespectfully.
stration.
The Student Government Assoc
The Student Government

This year our aim is to help six
families, and to do this we need
many people to contribute.
Collection times will be
Wednesday and Thursday nights
of this week with the baskets
being distributed Tuesday,
November 25. So when a brother
comes calling, show a little
I-ongwood tradition and give so
that someone else less fortunate
can have a happy Thanksgiving
because of you.
Thank you,
Brian Whet zel

MS Meeting

AXP Party

Hello,
The time has come to plan for
the 1981 Muscular Dystrophy
Superdance to be held in March.
I-ast year the students alone
raised over 6,000 dollars. This
year my goal is to get the
ENTIRE I.ongwood College
Community involved. I hope you
will be interested in helping, the
only way to win the battle against
Muscular Dystrophy is for
everyone to work together. There
will be an organizational meeting
November 19, at 6:30 p.m.,
Honors Council Room, in
I-ankford Building. Please try to
come! A variety of resources are
needed, there will be something
to fit each person's interests,
time and talents. If you are
By BRENDA COLEMAN
unable to attend but are
"Wait
a minute! Is this a
interested in finding out more,
Freshman
Spotlight or a Senior
contact me at Box 859 or 392-6826.
Spotlight''
I'm
still not sure what
Hope to see you there!
class
I'm
in."
Sincerely,
Who else would this comment
Debra Spencer
come
from but senior Ken Jones?
Chairman, 1981 MD
Superdance Trying to get an interview with
Ken is like trying to build a
Support Food Drive snowman in July—next to
impossible. However, we were
The third annual Sigma Phi finally able to corner him in his
Epsilon Thanksgiving Food room one rainy Saturday evening
Drive is on, and we need your and his answers, like his room,
support. Each year we donate were colorful, varied, and, at
food for the holiday to needy- times, poignant.
families in the Farmville area.
"I was a sophomore at George

Senior Spotlight
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Participation, Communication, Involvement. . . these words are among the
many that we hear every day. They are very important words to remember
when we start complaining about the way things are run.
The Student Government Association has made a lot of improvements over
the past year. The Legislative Board has been responsible for investigating
many complaints and problems. Their two major steps have been the student
representative to the Board of Visitors and the restructuring of the Student
Government.
The executive committee has put in many long and hard hours of work in
order to bring about these changes. We should be very grateful to them for their
effort.
With the restructuring of the Student Government, there are a lot of positions
that need to be filled next semester, and Major-Minor elections are nearing.
If we turn back the pages of time one year, we will remember what a hard
time the elections committee had getting people to run. Yet, this year, there have
been complaints like always.
This is not meant to say that you should not complain when something is
wrong, but it is meant to say that you should not complain if you are not willing to
help do something about it.
The lack of individual participation leads to the lack of the group's involvement and this leads to an overall lack of communication.
We need to have a lot of people involved in elections this year so that we can
get the best possible leaders. Last year, we were lucky to get some good leaders.
Our Student Government president, as well as some of the other leaders, has
done an excellent job.
Petitions go out today . . . Pick one up and Get involved!
Saturday night brought Longwood's favorite performing duo back to the
stage at Saturday Night Alive. Known to most of us as Charlie and Dale, they are
now on their way to lame and success as the Mason-Roller Line.
We wish them luck as they graduate in December and move on to the performing career world. We know that they will be successful wherever they go,
but we want them to remember that we at Longwood will be their biggest fans.

Mason University in Fairfax
County when I first came here for
a visit. I was immediately
attracted to the small school
atmosphere and concept- I liked
what I saw. At the time, I was
interested in teaching and this
was the teaching school. Also I
wanted to get involved in
extracurricular activities,
something ! couldn't do at George
Mason, so I transferred here.
In the two years Ken has been
here, he has become and stayed
involved with the activities on
campus. He serves as one of the
tri-chairmen for the Student
Union's Open Mikes. He has been
involved in Oktoberfest, last year
as Junior Class Chairman and
this year as the male lead in the
skit. Ken has also served as an
orientation leader for two years
and was recently elected as a cochairman for this year's Senior
Assembly.
•'I've seen some changes in
Oktoberfest in the past two years
The casts of the skits have been
very friendly. This takes some of
the sting out of the competition
and turns everyone toward a true
blue and white spirit. Oktoberfest
should be nothing but fun for
everyone. Take, for example,
paint battle. I'd like to sec
everyone involved in that, not
just the freshmen and the
sophomores. I came in as a
Second semester sophomore. SO I
missed it. I know of a lot of
upperclassmen who would like to
do it more than just two years.
too."
Ken is a business management
major whose self-proclaimed
future plans include "being a
perpetual student. Seriously. I'd
like to become involved in public
relations or in the entertainment
business as a comedian or agent.
Of course this would be my
occupation by day. By night, I'd
prowl the city in search of
costumed crooks—if you know
what I mean."
When asked if he had noted any
changes in Ixmgwood over the
past two years, he responded
"I've seen quite a few changes
and all of them have been for the
(Continued on Page 8)

The New Nighty Watch
By BRENDA COLEMAN
Picture if you will a mixer held
on Saturday night in the Ix>wer
Dining Hall. The couples are on
the dance floor swaying to the
beat of the band's music. You go
to the table to buy a beer, looking
up when you hear the outside
door opening. You see two
uniformed people approaching,
immediately knowing they are
campus police checking up on the
mixer's proceedings. You turn to
go back to your table when you
realize that these are not campus
police, but students in police
uniforms. What is this, you ask, a
joke? Students dressed up as
Campus Police?
No, it is no joke. These students
are part of the student auxiliary
police force, a new group put into
operation this year. The student
police force consists of ten
students, both male and female
who perform very much the same
duties as the regular campus
police do. They work in lancer
Hall from 4 p.m. until closing
tune, checking ID's and locking
doors. They are in charge of

walking around the campus and
checking the tennis courts and
gyms to make sure only
Ixingwood students are using
these facilities. They also work
various Student Union events
such as Saturday Night Alives
and mixers, and the parties held
at the cabin. They basically
perform all the regular duties of
nighty watch except arresting a
student. When that occurs or
something comes up that a
student can not handle, the
student police will call in to the
main office for instance.
The idea for an auxiliary police
force came about last year in a
brainstorming session between
Chief Smith and the then Dean of
Students, Dr. Heintz. Chief Smith
wanted some students to become
the "eyes and ears of the campus
police" and to aid the regular
police force in their rounds.
Applications for the twelve
positions were put out at the end
of last year and were filled as of
the beginning of this year.
However, two members have
since left, leaving ten student
police working with the campus
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police as of now.
The ten students work for the
school under the work-study
program. At the beginning of the
semester, the students were
working shifts from 4 p.m. to 9
p.m. and 9 p.m. to 2 p.m. Since
this got to be too taxing for some
of the students, the hours were
revised to 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. and 7
a.m. to 12 p.m. so that no one has
to work past 12 p.m.
So far the auxiliary police force
has worked out quite well,
according to both campus and
student police members. No real
problems or complications have
been experienced and the
students have been enthusiastic
with their work. The student
members of the police are:
Koxanne Slaughter, Richard
Bennett, George Bowman, Lloyd
Dollins, Keith Holland, Donna
Dix, Bill Staford, Alan Johnston,
Donald Diggs, and Kevin
Brandon. They are here to help
us, not to step on our toes.
Respect these newest members
of nighty watch and remember
that they are still your fellow
students.

ROTC Cadets Participate In

"Pick 'Em Up" Program

Field Leadership Exercise

Adds Incentives

By TOM STANLEY
The ROTC cadets participated
in a field leadership exercise at
Fort Pickett November 8 and 9.
The two days of on-the-jobtraining consisted of practical
exercises, concurrent classes,
and an awards ceremony
which ended the weekend.
Friday night, shortly after
arriving, the cadets were
instructed in the assembly and
disassembly of the M16 rifle. At
about eleven o'clock classes
ended for the evening and
personal preparations for the
next day were made.
Early Saturday morning found
the third year cadets beginning
the Army Physical Fitness Test.
During the day all cadets except
the fourth year students fired
M16 rifles, and M60 machine
guns. Concurrent classes, taught
by fourth year students, were
held during the firing of weapons.
The classes were: radio
communications, first aid, M79
law
(anti-tank
weapon),
Claymore mines, and land

navigation. The land navigation
class consisted of an 8-point, 6mile land navigation course.
Saturday evening the cadets
who had participated in the firing
of weapons were required to
clean their weapons and turn
them in, while preparations were
made for the cook-out and party.
After eating C-rations all
weekend the hamburgers and hot
dogs cooked on an open grill were
considered a delicacy.
The awards ceremony held on
Sunday was the highlight of the
weekend. Twenty-two awards
were presented to the military
students of Ix>ngwood. There were
seven different categories of
awards, and they were received
by twelve different students.
Congratulations are in order
for all the recipients, but a
special one is due Janice
I/embke. Janice received six of
the seven possible awards:
Physical Training Award,
Scholastic Achievement Award,
Academic Honors Award, Dean's
List Award, Professor of Military
Science Award, and the

Advanced Honor Graduate
Award. Janice is a fourth year
student in the military science
department and very obviously a
military career-oriented person.
She has achieved the rank of
Cadet Captain at Ixmgwood; the
highest rank obtainable.
Following is a list of the awards
and the students receiving them:
Academic Honors Award: Cadet
Lieutenant Jettaka McGregor,
Cadet Lieutenant Robert Meeks,
and Cadet Sergeant First Class
Jay Poole; Dean's List Award:
Cadet Lieutenant Byron Bracey,
and Cadet Sergeant First Class
Jay Poole; Varsity Athletic
Award: Cadet Lieutenant Byron
Bracey, Cadet Lieutenant Janice
Johnson, and Cadet Scott Taylor;
Physical Training Award: Cadet
Captain Pat Carnes, Cadet
Captain Beth Navin, Cadet
Lieutenant Byron Bracey, Cadet
Lieutenant Janice Johnson,
Cadet Lieutenant Alice Tucker,
Cadet
Lieutenant
James
Cashwell, Cadet Staff Sergeant
Sharon Brown, and Cadet Scott
Taylor.

The Miller Brewing Company
has added a weekly cash
payment provision and increased
the value of the prizes awarded in
its 1980 College "Pick 'Em Up"
reclamation program, Thomas
B. Shropshire, Senior Vice
President and Treasurer has
announced.
Shropshire said: "The change
should
stimulate
further
competition among college
groups and result in a record
number of recycled cans and
bottles. It will further enhance
Miller's commitment to a clean
environment by stimulating
interest in our collegiate
reclamation program."
Since its inception in 1973.
students participating in the
program on campuses around the
country have collected more than
33 million pounds of aluminum
cans and 17 million pounds of
bottles.
The Miller Brewing college
program, which began at three
universities, is now conducted on

over 350 campuses, with many of
these participating in the popular
"Pick 'Em Up' program. The
program is part of Miller's
overall effort to help reduce litter
and conserve energy. The
company and more than 700 of its
distributors operate reclamation
centers which, in 1979, collected
more than 33 million pounds of
aluminum beverage cans.
Miller's Pick Em Up contest is
open to any recognized campus
organization in states where the
program is legal. Croups are
awarded on point per pound of
bottles collected and 10 points per
pound for aluminum cans
collected each week. Points are
accumulated at the conclusion of
the contest, which ends one week
before final exams. Croups
participate in two divisions —
one tor fraternities and the
second for sororities, dormitories
and other campus organizations
Participants in the current
contest are eligible to receive
'Continued on Page 8)

\eu Alma Muter Sung:

Fall Concert Features Pops Performance
The
Longwood
College Choir President, Marjorie
Department of Music presented I^aReau.
Taking the audience back to the
their Fall Pops Concert Sundav,
roaring
'20's, the Concert Choir
Nov. 16, 7:30 p.m. in Molnar
ended
their
section of the
Recital Hall. Featured in the
concert were the Brass Quintet, program by performing a choral
Concert Choir, Jazz Ensemble montage, Twentiana. arranged
by Hawley Ades. It featured such
and Vocal Arts Ensemble.
Deviating from the program, songs as 'Bye, Bye Blackbird,"
Tea
For
Two,"
and
the concert began with the
Concert Choir and members of "Charleston."
The Brass Quintet performed
the Vocal Arts Ensemble singing
four
numbers on the program.
the new proposed Alma Mater of
The
numbers
included "Agnus
Ixmgwood College. The Alma
Mater was written by Dr. Quentin Dei," by G. P. Palestrina,
Vest and composed by Dr. "Humoreske, Op. 10, No. 2" by
Peter Tchaikovsky, "Two Rags
I/mard E. Egbert.
The Concert Choir directed by for Brass" by Scott Joplin, and
Dr. Uuard E. Egbert then "Little Brown Jug" by Irving
performed two songs from their Rosenthal.
The Brass Quintet is directed
Oktoberfest program entitled, "I
by
Allen Butler and consists of
Know Where I'm Going" by Luigi
Zaninelli and "I Honestly Ix>ve Peggy Roettger, Pete Tideman,
You" by Roger Nichols. The last Tom Sullivan, Eric I^ee, and
number was directed by Concert Steve Hawthorne.

The newly formed Vocal Arts
Ensemble was next on the
program. A mixed group of 14
people, the Ensemble performed
six numbers. Included were
"Sweet Day" by R. Vaughan
Williams, "O Mistress Mine,"
"Crescent Moon" by Richard
Carpenter, "Jenny, My lively
One" by Joyce Anderson, "He
Ain't Heavy - He's My Brother"
by Bobby Scott, and "You
Needed Me" by Charles
Goodrum.
Last on the program was the
Jazz Ensemble directed by Allen
Butler.
This
Ensemble
performed six numbers: "Night
Train" arranged by John
Higgins, "Warm
Night in
Charleston" by Al Cobme, "Bluff
Point" by John U Barbera, "K.
C. Blues" by Carl Stommen
"You're the One" by David
Clayton-Thomas, and "New
Bossa" by Carl Stommen.

The
followinq
FROM
Student Activity Fees Committee
organizations please ha ve your records audited by Mr Martii
Nov. 30. This must be done before receiving the 2nd semester
allotment.
Honor* Council
Virginian
Roiui do
Gyre
Cofolinos
. ol 1981
IAA

WC
longwood Bond

'
SGA

S UN
Comerolav

dent A
Afro Arm"
Foreign longuoge Club

'iipij'i,

Christmas Choral Concert
featuring
LONGWOOD COLLEGE CONCERT CHOIR
CAMERATA SINGERS

November 2.'i - i PM
Farmville Baptist Church
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Gymnast Commended
By Hall Of Fame

From Sports Info
As a freshman in 1979. Kathy
Idelson received the greatest
honor of her gymnastics career
when she was chosen as an AllAmerican. The Virginia Sports
Hall of Fame extended that honor
on October 23 when it recognized
Kathy by presenting her with a
certificate of merit for her
achievement. This award, which
has never before been presented
to any Ixmgwood Athlete, is given
to athletes who have promoted
themselves and their team by
achieving
high
athletic
standards.
Upon
learning
of
her
commendation by the Hall of
Fame, Kathy's first comment
was. "It's so exciting! It really is
a great honor for me."
Ruth Budd, the Longwood
The Lancer Men's Basketball team soundly trounced the Scottish gymnastics coach,
shares
National team b> a score of 95-33.
Photo bv Tom staniev
Kathv's enthusiasm—"Naturally

Lancers Over Scotland
Bj JOIINTODD
Longwood College, lead by Joe
Remar's 16 points, soundly
defeated the Scottish National
leam bj a score of 95-33. This was
Longwood's first and only
exhibition of the season and it
appears that the team is going to
treat Lancer fans to another
outstanding season.
The game was Ix>ngwood's
from the verv beginning when the

Lancers jumped to a 14-0 lead.
The lancers continued to apply
pressure and at halftime the
score was 40-8 in favor of the
home-standing Lancers. The
final margin of 95-33 was really
closer than it should have been.
Ix)ngwood will open its regular
season, Saturday. November 22,
with a game against Maryland
PZastern Shore. Come out and
support the lancers!

Basketball Box Scare
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it s an honor to have someone on
the team to be commended,
especially since Kathy is the first
I-ongwood athlete to have this
happen."
The Annapolis. MI) native
thinks this award will give her
confidence for the upcoming
season, i look forward to this
season with hopes of it being my
best so far. Overall, the last two
seasons were very satisfying, and
I hope this year that I can keep
the consistency I developed last
in."

Kathy. now a junior, looks
forward to the season not only for
her own goals, but also because
she enjoys working with her
teammates. "This year's team is
really close—we have a lot of
team spirit and everyone really
encourages each other a lot. I
can't wait until competition
begins!"

Riding - Places
The longwood College Riding
Team attended a horse show in
Harrisonburg on October 23. The
show was hosted by James
Madison University and Mary
Baldwin College. Ribbons were
awarded to Pam Svoboda. a fifth
place in open on the flat and a
fifth place in open over fences;
Jennifer Ferguson, a second
place in open on the flat; Brian
Farrar. a fourth place in novice
on the flat; Robyn Walker, a
second place in novice on the flat
and a fifth place novice over
fences; Carol Gardner, a sixth
place in open over fences; and
Shannon Chambers, fifth place in
novice over fences.
On November 2, Ixmgwood
hosted a show with Mary
Washington
College
in
Fredericksburg. Longwood did
extremely well with 26 total
points, one point away from the
championship. Unfortunately
Ixmgwood was tied for reserve
with Sweet Briar College and lost
the hack-off. Ribbons were

awarded to Pam Svoboda, a fifth
place in open on the flat: Carol
Gardner, a fourth place in open
on the flat; Kathy Redmon, first
place in open on the flat and a
fifth place in novice over fences:
Jennifer Ferguson, a second
place in open over fences; Robyn
Walker, a first place in novice on
the flat and a fifth in novice over
fences; Brian Farrar, a third
place in novice on the flat and a
sixth place in novice over fences;
I*»urie Dowling. a first place in
Advanced Walk-Trot—Canter;
and Beth Parker, sixth place in
Advanced Walk-Trot-Canter.
The next show will be at
Randolph-Macon Women's
College in Lynchburg on
December 4.
The Riding Team will be
working the concession stand in
lancer Hall for all the sports
activities. Profits will be going to
the longwood Scholarship fund
and to the Riding Team, so come
support the future of Ixmgwood
sports.

Gymnasts
Prepare For
Opener
By LISA SPENSER

The Ixmgwood gymnasts team
will open its season Saturday
when it travels to Annapolis, MD
for a meet with the Naval
Academy and Last Carolina.
This meet will be a new
experience for the Lady Lancers
because of several rule changes
that have occurred this year
"This meet will be a whole new
ba Uga me,"
com m en ted
I-ongwood coach Ruth Budd.
"There are new rules and the
scoring will be much different
than we have ever experienced.
We have a lot of adjustments to
make."
I/ongwood will be looking to its
top two all-around competitors
from last season, Sharon Pillow
and Kathy Idelson to provide the
experience needed to overcome
the first meet nervousness.
Coach Budd has not yet
determined the line-up for the
meet, but she feels confident that
she has more than enough talent
to choose from. "We have the
capability to win this meet. We
have more depth than ever before
and we are looking better now
than we did last year," Budd
When
Longwood
topped freshman Tim Brennan with nine stated.
Harnpden-Sydney 2-1 Wednesday goals and four assists and junior
This will be the first time the
Nov. 4 to win the first Farmville Dana Gregg with nine goals and I-ongwood gymnasts have met
Herald Challenge Bowl, the one assist. Ix>ngwood outscored with the Naval Academy, but last
I-ancers were assured of their its foes 45-28.
season they defeated Fast
first winning season ever in
Setting school records in Carolina in another early-season
soccer. With a 7-30-2 record in virtually
every
category, competition. With the experience
three
previous
soccer I/)ngwood outshot its opponents of the four returning players and
campaigns, a winning season was 481-293 while averaging 2.8 goals
the talent of the eight newone of the goals longwood hoped per game to the opponents' 1.75.
comers, Coach Budd feels
to reach in 1980. The lancers Goalie Jeff Carino had 112 saves
that Ixmgwood is ready for the
stand 9-7.
in 13 games while giving up just
meet. "It should be a good meet,
"We had the best season of any 20 goals. The Lancer defense
and I know we can win it. The
Longwood team ever," said limited opposing teams to one or
team is excited and eager to get
Coach Rich Posipanko, "but I felt no goals in nine games.
the season underway."
we would have finished 12-4 if we
had played up to our potential all
the way. We played six teams
that were either ranked in the
nation or in the region and we
ALPHA CHI RH0 IS SPONSORING A PARTY!
held our own with all of them.
"We have proven ourselves as
strong competitors in our area,"
At The Armory
the coach continued, "and now
we're already looking forward to
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 8PM - 1AM
next year."
Posipanko will have his entire
starting lineup returning next
Bands ore Reunion ond Southbound
season, if not the whole team.
Tickets are $3.00 at the door. $2 50 in advance
With two goals against
All persons must have ID. to prove they are 18 years or older
Hampden-Sydney, soph Gus l^eal
closed out the season with 16
goals and two assists for 34
points. Not far behind were

Soccer - A Winning
Season

"
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Sports Profile
A

By MARK K. SEGAL
If you had a name like
Madeline Moose you might just
get a few wise cracks in honor of
one of those big brown furcovered beasts. No. She doesn't
wear permanent press, drip-dry
"moose suits" either. She is 5*11"
Madeline Patricia Moose. The
attractive girl nobody wants to
call "the moose" unless she is a
good friend of yours
One just doesn't know what to
think about such an imposing
figure, but if you have ever seen
her play volleyball you would
know her size was used
proportionately to spike that
round white ball down the throat
of some intimidated opponent.
Ixmgwoods nineteen year old
sophomore comes from Silver
Spring, Maryland where she
attended Montgomery Blair High
School. There she played

By PAM UPDIKE
Volleyball is very much
underway. The top teams in the
winner's bracket in the Men's
Division are Boinkers I and
Frazer Fire. The top four teams
in the loser's bracket are Pi
Kappa Phi. Keggers Sigma Phi
Epsilon), Boinkers II and the
Hampster Haters. In the
Women's Division, the top team
The I>ady lancers were defeated by ODU but gained valuable in the winner's bracket is the
Carry Crusty's. The top three
experience
which will payoff
in the upcoming
season.Photo by Tom
_ Stanlev
,,,„,„„
r
r J
r
teams in the loser's bracket are
Sigma Kappa, Alpha Sigma Tau,
and the Southern Comforters
Billiards is moving slowly
because
of
the
large
participation.
Swimming relays will take
place on Wednesday, November
19 from 6 to 8 p.m. in lancer Pool
By KAY SCHMIDT
Donovan who scored an There are 7 women's teams and
If you were one of the 1800 incredible 27 points and grabbed ten men's teams participating.
Spectators are welcome at this
spectators at Saturday night's 18 rebounds.
women's basketball exhibition
I-ongwood who finished 11-19 event.
Don't forget about the
game, you can vouch that the and fourth at the VAIAW
Basketball
Entry Blanks. They
final score was not indicative of Division II State Tournament a
are
due
by
December, and play
the Lady lancer's performance. year ago, were unable to penewill
begin
in
January.
At 7:00 in I-ancer Hall, underdog trate Old Dominion's tight
Division II Longwood faced defense. Shooting mostly from
overpowering, two time Division the outside they made only 20.3
I national champion, Old per cent of their field goals as
Dominion. Despite the fact that compared to 62.3 per cent from
the odds were against them the ODU. The I^ady Monarchs also
I-ongwood Squad came into the dominated in rebounding, pulling
game with the attitude that they down 60 to Ixmgwood's 28.
would play their best. Although
Coping well with the constant
losing 113-37, the I^ady lancers pressure from the ODU defense
played an aggressive game and was Robin Hungate, leading
never gave up. Yes Ixnigwood, scorer with 10 points. Theresa
you can be proud of your "T.J." Ferrante, who headed up
women's basketball team.
the defense with 7 rebounds said,
Old Dominion finished 37-1 last "1 think the full court pressure
year and have claimed the from Old Dominion really hurt
Division I national championship us. I feel we played well
title for the past two years. This considering who we were up
year ranked second by the against. We learned a lot from
Philadelphia Inquirer pre-season the game, which should help us in
poll, they were an uneven match the future."
for the logwood team. The tall,
Saturday,
November
22
aggressive Lady Monarchs longwood takes on William and
proved superior both offensively Mary in their first regular season
and defensively. Because of an home game. Come out and
extreme height disadvantage, the support the I^dy lancers at 2:00
I-ady Lancers were unable to stop in I-ancer Hall.
This fall's men's flag football winners were T.M. I
Old Dominion's 6'8" Anne
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Lady Lancers Fall
To Old Dominion

SUPPORT
YOUR
IAA

LONGWOOD WOMEN'S BASKETBA1I
NOV.

DEC.

JAN.

15
1*
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25
2
u
6
10
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17
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31
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3
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24
26
3
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SCHEDULE 1980-81

Old Dominion
Georj
St. Mary's
William i
Hampton Institute
Richmond
Liberty Baptist
Roan
Va. Commonwealth
UNC-Creensboro
Brldgewater
Va. Commonwealth
Radford
Delaware St.
Charleston (WV)
Davis & Elklns
James Madison
Hampton Institute
WINTHRQP INVITATIONAL
(8-team tournament)
George Mason
William & Mary
Maryland E. Shore
UNC-Creenabo
Liberty Baptist
Radford
Richmond
Randolph Macon (A9hland)
VAIAW :
(First round)
VAIAW Dlv. II Seml-flnah
and Finals

•Exhibition
HEAD COACH: Carolyn Hodges
ASSISTANT COACH: Jane Miller

volleyball for three years while
lettering for two. She swam for
two years lettering in both. She
also played Softball tor 3 years
and lettered for two years. She
was a member of the National
Honor Society and was the
president of the Girls Service
Club.
At Longwood the volleyball
team cot off to a slow start, but
picked up a head full of steam as
the season progressed Madeline
explained "we gel verj moods
(the team) and when the team is
up we do very well. Bui when a
feu of the girls feel bad the
outcome ol the team can be
poor." She also explained that the
team "had the talent to do a lot
better."
Madeline has big blue-green
eyes that could pierce a charging
bull. She speaks fluenth with her
eyes and hands and has a cuddh
friendliness that can't be beat
She explains "that I am always
very
busy."
She
likes
photography and used to develop
her own pictures until "I didn't
have tune anymore." She works
in the dining hall during school
and in the summer she plays
softball on two different teams in
addition to summer league
soccer. She is slowly working on a
nursing degree because T like to
help people." A masters degree
in community health would top
the agenda for her future. She
loves to cook big meals and also
enjoys sewing. Madeline is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
E. Moose, of Silver Spring, Maryland.

7:00
7:00
6:00
2:00

(dtdlinns Place
In Regionals
By CHRIS TULLINGTON
The Catalinas have just
returned from a successful
showing at the National Institute
of Creative aquatics Regional
competition held at
the
University of Richmond on
November 8. Two routines from
Longwood were entered in
Regionals, one entitled "Rocky",
and the other, a duet, entitled
"Jazz". The Catalinas are very
proud of Rocky" for qualifying
to represent Longwood at
Nationals, which will be held at
William and Mary College in
April.
Congratulations to Susan Hall,
Beth Ljcari, Berni Toner and
Frances Vavloukis for passing
the swimming skills test.

THE ROTUNDA
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Vice Chairman:

Elections
(Continued from Page 11
Committee meetings
Chairman of Campus Life
Committee:
Member of Executive Council
Member of Student Senate
Presides over Campus Life
Committee meetings
Works with the Vii e-President
of SCA
Member <>f Judicial Hoard jury
pool

Presents proposals from the
Campus Life Committee to the
Student Senate
Coordinates the functions of all

committees under the Campus
Life
Delegates someone to take
minutes at the Campus Life
Committee meetings
JUDICIAL BOARD
Chairman:
Additional duties include:
Member of the Executive
Council
Member of Student Senate
Member of the
Review Committee

Tuesday, November 18, 1980

Legislative

THE ROTUNDA
i

HAS

They began by singing their
Additional duty is:
version of the Sweetheart Song
In charge of jury pool
while President Chuck Cole
Secretary:
offered Talisman Roses to some
Same duties as now
special guests.
Fire Harden:
Alpha Sigma Phi became the
Additional dutv is:
fourth chartered fraternity on the
Serves on the Residence Hall Iiongwood Campus.
life Committee
STUDENT CNION
Chairman:
Additional duties:
(Continued from Page 4)
Member of Executive Council
better. IiOngwood has become
Member of Student Senate
more
selective in their male
Works with Vice-l'resident of
students
being let in than they
SCA
were
a
few
years back. The
Vice-Chairman,
relationship between Ixmgwood
Secretary, and
and Hampden-Sydney has
Treasurer:
improved, but a basic hostility
Duties are the same as now.
will always exist because of our
male population. The freshman
Alpha Sigma Phi
class this year has been very
level-headed and enthusiastic,
Continued from Page 2)
adding to the recent comeback of
other Alpha Sigma Phi Chapter in school spirit that I've seen all
Virginia!
Schwind
also around."'
presented a gift from the
"However, one drastic change
brothers of Zeta Chapter lOhio I would like to see is in the
State). Beth I.icari made a visitation hours. Being in how we
special presentation to Chuck are all adults—well, at least some
Cole on behalf of the Little of us—we should be able to
Sisters.
govern our cohabitation laws.
The members of Delta Iota Does that make sense?"
presented their thanks in a very
Ken is known for his outspoken
unique way. They assembled attitude
toward
the
behind the podium and offered administration. He was for the
their special rendition of Alpha most part reserved on the matter
Sigma Phi Fraternity Songs. Saturday, saying T think the

Sr. Spotlight

ONLY TWO MORE

troubles
of our present
administration are starting to
lessen and after next year should
be gone."
"I'm glad I came to
I/ongwood— it has been the best
thing to ever happen to me. I'm
getting a good education from
teachers who really care whether
you pass or not. I couldn't have
asked for nicer people to go to
school with. One ot the best things
I've found here are two good
friends—Duke Rollins and Bill
I^eWarne. And I'm glad I've
experienced the industrialization
that has come to Farmville. No
longer do they roll up the streets
at 5 p.m. It got to be a real drag
buying your entire winter
wardrobe for 50 cents at Dollar
General."

Pick Up Program
(Continued from Page 5)
such prizes as a wide-screen
television, a deluxe stereo
component system or a 12-piece
bar set if they accumulate 7,500
points; a video cassette recorder,
component stereo system or a
color television if the group
accumulates 3,000 points; and a
washer and dryer, a microwave
oven or an icemaker if the group
collects
1,500
points.
In addition, groups will receive
the current cash value for
aluminum turned in, Shropshire
said.

Miller is an operating company
of Philip Morris Incorporated.

For All Your Floral Needs

ROCHETTES FLORIST
PHONE 3924154

THROUGH SUNDAY
16 OZ. SUGAR FREE
DR. PEPPER WITH MEAL.

ISSUES THIS

Pino's Pizza and Subs

SEMESTER:

Specializing in Italian Pizza and Subs
NOVEMBER 25
PHONE 392 3135
FOR TAKE OUT SERVICE

DECEMBER 9

When you know
it's for keeps...

THE BOOKWORM
College Plaza Farmville Va.
392 8043

There's no finer way to show
your love, than with a
Keepsake diamond eni
men! rinjr
Keepsake center diamonds
arc guaranteed in writing,
forever fur precise cut
perfect clarity and fine

BEST IN PAPER BACK AND HARDBACK BOOKS. A WIDE SELEC
TION OF HALLMARK CARDS.
MOST BOOKS NOT IN STOCK CAN BE ORDERED AND WILL COME
IN WITHIN A WEEK.

white color.

Choose your Keepsake ring
from our exquisite collection.

Keepsake
Kt-KiMt -ml Diamond Ring*

H < it a

per)

MARTIN
THE JEWELER
IARMVIUI VA

i -/ to

IONGWOOD SWfAIER SHIRTS NOW $13 95
IXPIRtSNOV 29 1980
A wide voriety ol gifts tor Christmas

LANSCOTT GIFT
SHOP
408 High Street Farmville. Va
Open Mon Sat 9am-5pm
CLOSED WEDNESDAY MORNING

i^JfcJUUifc.

TAKE THE
PLEDGE
On November 20 you can take the pledge! The Great
American Smokeout pledge. Quit smoking (or help a friend
quit) for one day, November 20. Hundreds of thousands
of Americans will join us. How about you? Just cut off
the official pledge card, sign it, and carry it with you...
you're on your way to one Great American Smokeout day!
Pledge: "I do solemnly swear to give
up smoking or help a friend give up
smoking for the Great American
Smokeout, November 20.1 promise
not to smoke for 24 hours (and maybe
longer), or to help a friend quit."
American Cancer Society,

